Revelation 13:16-18 KJV
"And he causeth all, both small and great, rich
and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their
right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no
man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark,
or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is
the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six."

WARNING
This will affect you -like it or not
The root cause of the current build-up of American forces in Europe
is now visible. The problem is that the International Bankers want total
Global control of all creation and issue of “currency” AND TRANSACTIONS IN
THE WORLD. Thus the Banks will be the only ones with the power to
create “money”

Where do
you stand
with the
Lord Jesus
Christ?

out of thin air
and issue or lend
it to
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at interest of
course!. It should
be noted that
Bank notes are

John 3:16 kjv

He gave His life
that YOU could have the
free gift of Eternal Life.
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only promissory
notes (tokens or beads) which are supposed to be backed and redeemable
by something of worth, traditionally with gold or silver - which will no
longer be the case once this system is instituted. To achieve this as a
GLOBAL UNIVERSAL SYSTEM , the global bankers (whose only interest
is money) have deemed it is necessary to do whatever it takes to make
EVERY country in the world comply!

Only four countries
in the world refuse to
accept this system Russia, China, Iran &
Syria. The current wars
and build-up of tanks
and equipment by the
U.S.A in Europe and
the middle east is to make these four Nations conform to the banking
pirates goal or if they refuse - to bomb them into submission. When this
is achieved, a Universal Global Currency will be implemented worldwide.
That currency will be electronic and for any person to be able to participate
in buying and selling, it will be
conditional on receiving an implanted
micro-chip in the right hand or
forehead!!! Transactions will then
implanted chip, with associated

www.activistpost.com/2015/11/the-un-plans-to-implementuniversal-biometric-identification-for-all-of-humanity-by2030.html

scanning radiation, or the credit

There is nothing new about this. For the last 2000 years

card or the number of the card.

this precise warning concerning what is now coming to
pass has been in the Bible. For 2000 years generations

be able to be processed by the
VeriChip Acquires eXI Wireless A
Verichip implanted in the forehead
would emit a literal radio frequency
halo.

UN Biometic Agenda 2030
For All Of Humanity

“The VIDEO that WALMART
DOESN'T Want You To See!!
Future RFID Chipping Hubs...”
type this heading into browser
or click on this link:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Cm4D1xLE9c&list=PLUM
hbTWFN8oGqZwgXJ7HHYIfE4wlg1aO&index=5case

have wondered what these things meant.

WE DON’T HAVE TO WONDER
NOW AS THEY ARE STARING US
IN THE FACE AND CAN BE EASILY RECOGNIZED!

